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�Shadow Play: Night Haikuۻۻۻ -

mountain thunder / lightning / between the stars

and student use.
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�ۻۻۻ Spring Rain Winter Snow, by Edward J. Rielly. Illustrated by 

-

spring melt … * a baseball rises beneath * the forsythia. Rielly does a great 

�Bug Haiku: Original Poems in Englishۼۻۻ -

-

Moon fades into dawn… / an ivory moth settles 
/ within the lily
poems sometimes sound like prose and may seem outdated to youngsters 

�Haikuۼۻۻ
KATHA, 2010). 
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-
kite contest / the rise and fall / of ohs 

and ahs

My Haiku Moments

�ۻۻۻ In a Spring Garden

-

A !ash of lightning! / "e sound of dew / Dripping 
down the bamboos.

�Spring: A Haiku Storyۻۻۻ

-
-
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�ۼۻۻ In the Eyes of the Cat: Japanese Poetry for All Seasons, ed. by 

-

"is garter snake / goes in 
and out of the grass / all at the same time!

 �A Few Flies and I: Haiku by Issa, ed. by Jean Merrill and Ronniۼۻۻ

A few !ies / And I / Keep house together / 
In this humble home

-
-

�Cricket Songsۼۼۻ

�More Cricket Songsۼۼۻ -

Trumbull2
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More Cricket Songs: Abo#e the meadow / 
a skylark, singing, !ies high, / high into silence.

�Birds, Frogs, and Moonlightۼۼۻ -
-

Old pond, blackly still— / $og, plunging 
into water, / splinters silent air

M$!0$)/

�ۻۻۻ Haiku: Asian Arts & Cra%s for Creative Kids

-
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�How to Write Haiku and Other Short Poemsۻۻۻ

�Haikuۼۻۻ -
tion, 2010). 

-

-

poem down. 

�Haiku: one breath poetryۼۻۻ
Heian International, 1993). 

-
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-

 �Henry and Hala Build a Haiku, by Nadia Higgins. Illustrated byۼۼۻ

-

-

�Fire!y July: A Year of Very Short Poemsۻۻۻ zko. 

Daybreak reminds us— / the 
hills have arrived just in / time to celebrate

A wild winter wind / Is tearing itself to 
shreds / On barbed-wire fences.

-
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-�One Big Rain: Poems for a Rainy Day, ed. by Rita Gray. Illusۼۻۻ

-
Wind in the Long Grass

 .�Wind in the Long Grass: A Collection of Haiku, ed. by William Jۻۻۻ

1991). 

-

On the branch of a tree / a bird / weighs itself

�Stone Bench in an Empty Parkۻۻۻ -

-

sudden shower / in the empty park / 
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a swing still swinging

-
-

�Black Swan White Crowۻۻۻ

"e meadow 
reddens— / my old black lab &lls / the sky with quail

�Don’t Step on the Sky: A Handful of Haikuۼۻۻ

A%er the rain / a puddle. 
/ Careful. / Don’t step on the sky
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�Wing Nuts: Screwy Haikuۼۻۻ

senryu. Irksome mosquito, / kindly sing your evening song / in my brother’s 
ear and Traveling circus— / the knife thrower / hiccups

 �Cricket Never Does: A Collection of Haiku and Tanka, by Myraۼۻۻ

-

How angry you are / today, Ocean, as your waves / 
knock me o' my feet! -

 �One Leaf Rides the Wind: Counting in a Japanese Garden, byۼۻۻ

-
-
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 �Flower Moon Snow: A Book of Haiku, by Kazue Mizumura (Newۼۻۻ

-
-

"e party is over. / "e moon in the swimming pool / Is all 
alone.

�Hi, Koo! A Year of Seasonsۼۻۻ
press, 2014). 

-

!ashlights / sparkle in puddles / shadows 
climbing trees

�ۼۻۻ If Not for the Cat

-
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-

I am slow I am. / Slowest of the slow I 
am. / In my tree I am.

�ۼۼۻ If it Rains Pancakes: Haiku and Lantern Poems, by Brian P. 
Cleary. Illustrated by Andy Rowland (Minneapolis, Minn.: Millbrook 
Press, 2014).

When you’ve written 
one / without enough syllables, / you add words. Football. Lantern poems 

-e Year Comes Round: Haiku through the Seasons, by Sid Far"�ۼۼۻ

-
Apples loll be-

neath / emptying branches, dreaming / cider and hot pie

�ۼۼۻ A Pocketful of Poems

-
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syllables. April showers scrub / the air. No wonder I can / run now. I can 
breathe!

-

�ۼۼۻ Yum! !MmMm! !Que rico! America’s Sproutings, by Pat Mora. 

-

-
Underground 

magic. / Peel brown bundle, mash, pile high. / Salt and pepper clouds.

�Guyku: A Year of Haiku for Boysۼۼۻ

From underneath the / leaf pile, my in#isible / brother 
is giggling underneath / the leaf pile / giggling. I was 

-
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�ۼۼۻ "e Cuckoo’s Haiku and Other Birding Poems

2009).

-

-

&rst feeders at dawn / paired like red 
quotation marks / last feeders at dusk -

 e Hound Dog’s Haiku: and Other Poems for Dog Lo#ers, by"�ۼۼۻ
-

-

joy is no phantom

S#"+'%/ T")& '! H$'10

 �Today and Today, ed. and illustrated by G. Brian Karas (Newۻۻۻ
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�Wabi Sabiۼۻۻ

story along: A wise old monkey / living among the pine trees / knows wabi 
sabi

 �Dogku, by Andrew Clements. Illustrated by Tim Bowers (Newۼۼۻ

-

"e house is quiet. No 
kids, no mom, and no food. What’s a dog to do?

 �Won Ton: A Cat Tale Told in Haiku, by Lee Wardlaw (Newۼۼۻ
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No rush. I’ve got plans. / Gnaw this paw. Nip that !ea. And 
/ wish: Please, Boy, Pick me

S#"+'%/ S#$++'!* B$/-"

�ۻۻۻ Basho and the Fox

�Basho and the River Stonesۼۻۻ

-
Summer 

moon over / mountains is white as the tip / of a fox’s tail

B'"*+$,-'2$) H$'10 B""1/

�ۻۻۻ Cool Melons—Turn to Frogs! "e Life and Poems of Issa, by 

-
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Cool melons— / turn to $ogs! / If people should come near -
-

meaning, 

�Grass Sandals: "e Travels of Bashoۼۼۻ -

Narrow Road to the Interior, 

N"#%/:

1 

2 Modern Haiku 37:3 (autumn
2006).


